Huimin Ye（Barbara）
Portfolio link: http://barbarayeew12.wixsite.com/huiminye
Contact e-mail: barbarayeew12@hotmail.com
Personal Profile
I looking for the placement for my course in design and illustration.I am
Chinese and I have been studying in England since 2012. As an international
student I can speak two more languages which are Mandarin and Cantonese as
well as English. I am a creative person and I have a lot of ideas in my mind. I
have learned drawing since I was six-year-old so that I have strong drawing
skill.I am good at transfering my ideas onto paper. I know how to improve
myself because I understand the main point of each project and every skill I
need to learn. I also have good CAD skills.
Education
Birmingham City University, September 2014 – Present, BA ( ONS) Fashion
Design
- Sewing skill
- Pattern cutting skill
- Illustration skill
- Portfolio preparation
- Understanding of garments structure
- CAD
- Knowledge of fashion history
Cambridge School of Visual and Performing Arts, September 2013 – June 2014,
Art
Foundation
UAL level 4 diploma in art and design (Foundation studies) - Grade Distinction
- Life drawing
- Photography
- Graphic and illustration
- Fashion illustration
- Garments making
Queen Ethelburga’s College, September 2012 – June 2013, A-level (AS)
- Life Drawing
- Making sculpture with clay and willow branch
- Mathematical knowledge
- Drawing skill

Working experience
Studio YASHKA, Fashion Internship, February 2016 – February 2016, London

fashion week
-Understanding showroom preparing process
-Preparing showroom experience (making label, preparing business card,hats
and garments package, etc)
-Commutation between other designer brands
-Reception guest skill
Interest
I like Japanese culture, especially anime. For me to say, anime is a place to
help me to
discover many emotions which are hard to find out in my life. I love music very
much as well.I like rock, pop and classical music. I love drawing, I have to
drawing everyday. I enjoy singing,I think singing is a really good way to express
emotion and release pressure. I also like doing some sports, such as badminton,
cycling and hiking. I feel free and excited to contact new culture, therefore, I
also really enjoy traveling. I travelling at least twice a year. I have been some
countries such as Japan, Switzerland, Netherlands, Italy, France, America,
Spain and more.
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